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Jo Beckett is a forensic psychiatrist who profiles victims' lives to help solve their deaths. On a San Francisco street, she
is confronted by a scene of pure carnage: four dead and five injured after a high speed pursuit. In the mangled remains of
a BMW lies prosecutor Callie Harding, dead with the word "dirty" written in lipstick on her thigh. Why did Harding run from
the police? Why did she crash through a bridge railing? Was it an accident? Suicide? Or murder? Jo is a last resort in
difficult cases. But now she's on the front line, because Callie Harding isn't the first high flyer to go down and take others
with her.
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A character that has never been exposed by the popular Japanese writer Miyasa Tatsuya-The one-horned samurai is
here! Everyone has their own story, what they see is not necessarily the truth! The book comes with Gong Xida also
exclusively authorized unicorn fairy warrior paper sumo game! This happened a long time ago. Wearing a red cloak and
wearing a hat, this surname is Unicorn Immortal and the name is Forty Lang. He was carrying his lovely wife Xiao Xia on
the way to Lishu Village... Suddenly, there was a scream from the tree. It turned out to be Ao Niu, and he was threatening
the scarabs to hand over the sap collected today.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Angelology, a riveting thriller of the battle between ordinary people that will decide the fate of the
world. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????.
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A Korean children's book "Bat, the diplomat" teaching children about the importance of communication. One day, Bald
Eagle, the king of the Bird Kingdom visits the Animal Kingdom. Because Bald Eagle and Lion, the king of the Animal
Kingdom couldn't understand each other, a war is waged against each other's kingdom. In Traditional Chinese.
Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Perfect 10 Diet: 10 Key Hormones That Hold the Secret to Losing Weight and Feeling
Great-Fast! Dr. Aziz practices in New York City focusing on traditional, alternative, and complementary medicine. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
??????
HSK 3 Storybook Vol. 1 consists of 5 short stories written in Simplified Chinese and Pinyin with free audio files. The purpose of this book is to
provide readers with reading materials to practice their reading skills as well as an introduction to more extended sentence structure and
longer articles. The stories are based on everyday life and experience. HSK 3 Storybook Vol. 1 has all the vocabularies and Grammar Points
in the HSK 3 Syllabus. If you finish the book, you would have practised your reading skill on all the vocabularies and Grammar Points in the
HSK 3 Syllabus. This book focuses on HSK 3 vocabularies. If you need to practise HSK 1 or 2 vocabularies, please consider reading HSK 1
Storybook and HSK 2 Storybook . I have tried to restrict the vocabularies used in this book to HSK 3 as far as possible. Where it is not
possible, I have introduced limited new words in the story. If you have learned all the HSK 3 Vocabulary and completed the Standard Course
Book for HSK 3 by Jiang Liping, you would be able to read about 95% of this book without learning new words. Text to speech for this book
has been enabled. You may also download the free audio files with the link and password provided on the last page.
Traditional Chinese edition of Patisserie: Mastering the Fundamentals of French Pastry III by Christophe Felder, a respected French pastry
chef and author of many cookbooks. This volume focuses on chocolate, macaroon, and festive pastries for special occasions. This is the first
book that has been translated into English as well as Chinese. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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